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Summary

In British Columbia today, there are many pressing human rights issues: not enough supports for youth with mental health problems; race and sex bias in policing; the concentration of Aboriginal, immigrant and racialized women and youth in low wage employment; homelessness and lack of affordable housing, just to name a few. Housing, employment, and certain kinds of services are necessities for all of us — we all need an adequate place to live and decent conditions of work, and, in emergency situations, the ability to obtain the assistance of a police officer or a mental health service. It is fundamental public policy in British Columbia that these basics of life should be available to everyone without discrimination. Unfortunately, we are missing a key institution for achieving this.

In 2002, the provincial government eliminated the BC Human Rights Commission, leaving the province with only a Human Rights Tribunal. While the tribunal plays a vital role — adjudicating individual complaints — it deals only with discrimination after the fact. The Commission’s mandate, by contrast, included important preventive and educational functions that BC has now been without for more than 10 years.

This report assesses BC’s experience with a Tribunal-only model over the past decade, through interviews with key stakeholders; comparison with human rights systems in other provinces, in particular Ontario; and, evaluation in relation to Canadian standards and international human rights obligations.

We find that the absence of a human rights commission has resulted in a gaping hole in the province’s system of human rights protection, with no public body in BC mandated to prevent discrimination, educate the public, undertake inquiries on broad systemic issues, develop guidelines, or promote human rights compliance. Instead, BC’s human rights system has been narrowed to settling disputes between private parties (via the
Comprehensive human rights legislation first introduced in Canada during the 1960s and 70s recognized that discrimination is an offense against shared public values of equality and fairness for all individuals and groups. It has long been understood that human rights commissions are stewards with a responsibility to support the public interest by working to eliminate discrimination partly through providing a forum for handling complaints, but more broadly by promoting compliance with human rights law and policy. Meaningful human rights education and prevention is key to realizing the equality rights set out in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and in international human rights treaties that Canada has signed.

Today, BC is the only province in Canada that does not have a human rights commission, and it is the weakest province when it comes to fostering human rights awareness. Without the capacity to review legislation, conduct research, educate the public, or investigate systemic discrimination, BC is failing to address the needs of its residents, and at the same time failing to live up to international standards established by the United Nations.

**Commission Roles**

- **Education:** Every British Columbian’s quality of life depends directly on the state of human rights compliance in their community, workplace and province. Educating the public — in particular employers, service providers and members of disadvantaged groups — about their rights and obligations can foster a culture of respect for human rights. In turn, education can reduce the likelihood that violations will occur.

- **Research:** Research on human rights issues can assist the community as a whole to get ahead of a problem and work on solving it. For example, in Ontario, the Human Rights Tribunal, rather than addressing the broader issues in which the whole community has a stake. Right now, British Columbia does not have the institutional means to carry out the express purposes of its Human Rights Code.
Commission produced a research report about discrimination based on family status, an emerging issue in human rights law. This research has given everyone in Ontario a ‘heads up’ on the rights of workers who are also caregivers for children or other family members. Research and consultation on this issue in British Columbia could help workers and employers, and prevent complaints.

- **Guidelines or policies:** The development of guidelines is a key commission function. Most employers, service providers and landlords want to respect the law. But to do so, they need access to current, reliable and authoritative information and advice so that they can incorporate the requirements of the Human Rights Code into their management practices. In British Columbia, women still regularly face discrimination when they are pregnant. Guidelines on this topic would help everyone to better understand their legal rights and duties.

- **Inquiries, reviews, or special reports:** The goal of an inquiry, review, or special report is not to find fault, but to air an issue of discrimination, hear those involved and affected, and make recommendations about steps that would prevent or ameliorate the discrimination. Such inquiries are a significant, and often highly effective, part of the work of human rights commissions. They allow a human rights commission to address broader issues, which individual complaints may not adequately illuminate or resolve. For example, in 2003, the Ontario Human Rights Commission initiated an inquiry into the effects of racial profiling on individuals, families, communities, and society as a whole. This has resulted in much broader awareness in Ontario, including among police forces, of the realities of racial profiling and its effects. Following that inquiry, the Commission issued guidelines and policies, and engaged in collaborative work with a number of police institutions in the province of Ontario.

- **Complaints and interventions:** Human rights commissions can also initiate systemic complaints. This is a significant
function that permits commissions to proactively address discrimination that affects whole groups of people, where other efforts at resolution have failed, and where individual complaints are likely to be ineffective and wasteful of institutional and human resources.

**Recommendations**

We recommend that the provincial government amend BC’s *Human Rights Code* to establish a new independent human rights commission appointed by and responsible to the provincial legislature, with the mandate to carry out educational, preventive and investigative functions. A commission appointed in this way would have independence and authority, like the Representative for Children and Youth, the Ombudsperson, and the Auditor General, to play a central role for the province in ensuring that standards of non-discrimination and fairness are understood and adhered to. An independent commission appointed by the legislature would also ensure a stable human rights system for BC.

---

**The express purposes of BC’s *Human Rights Code* are:**

- to foster a society in British Columbia in which there are no impediments to full and free participation in the economic, social, political and cultural life of British Columbia;
- to promote a climate of understanding and mutual respect where all are equal in dignity and rights;
- to prevent discrimination prohibited by the *Code*;
- to identify and eliminate persistent patterns of inequality associated with discrimination prohibited by the *Code*;
- to provide a means of redress for those persons who are discriminated against contrary to the *Code*. 
A History of Human Rights Law Reform in British Columbia

In 2002 British Columbia’s Human Rights Commission was eliminated. The new legislative scheme provided for a tribunal only. A tribunal, as distinct from a commission, is concerned solely with the processing and adjudication of complaints. Its function is to address discrimination after it has occurred. It has no mandate to engage in preventive or promotional activities that will foster compliance with the Code and a human rights-respecting social climate in the province.

The ostensible rationale for eliminating the BC Human Rights Commission in 2002 was to get rid of the Commission’s time-consuming ‘gate-keeping function’ and to ensure that claimants got ‘directly’ to a hearing on the merits of their complaints. The ‘gate-keeper function’ refers to the power, still retained by most commissions in Canada, to decide whether a complaint should go forward to a hearing on the merits or be settled or dismissed. Commissions in Canada were designed originally with powers to accept, investigate, dismiss, settle, or refer complaints for hearing. In BC in 2002, some individuals and groups were of the view that the gate-keeper function should be removed from the Human Rights Commission because it caused delay and because too few complaints made it through the screen and to hearings.

However, the gate-keeper role was not really eliminated, nor can it be. It was transferred, in part, to the BC Human Rights Tribunal (BC Tribunal), where (often unrepresented) claimants now deal with the same gate-keeping issues through pre-hearing procedures, which respondents initiate. It was also transferred, in part, to the BC Human Rights Coalition, with whom the Government of British Columbia contracts to provide preliminary advice and referral to the Community Legal Assistance Society, which provides some legal representation.
Although technically the Coalition cannot dismiss a case, effectively it acts as a gate-keeper through its advisory and referral functions in that it can determine whether an individual will have meaningful access to the Tribunal. Unrepresented complainants are severely disadvantaged.

Thus, the 2002 reforms in British Columbia addressed concerns about the Commission’s procedures for gate-keeping by, in effect, reassigning the role to other bodies. We do not propose that the decision to remove the gate-keeper function from the Commission be revisited. But in ostensibly addressing concerns about gate-keeping, the government eliminated the Commission in its entirety, thereby eliminating from the human rights system all of the other capacities of the Commission, including the capacities to undertake education of the public; to conduct inquiries, reviews, and studies; to produce special reports; to develop guidelines regarding the interpretation and application of rights, and to initiate or intervene in complaints alleging systemic discrimination.

In sum, two essential things were lost with the abolition of the BC Commission: first, the roles of the BC Commission that support the public interest in the elimination of discrimination that are not specifically related to complaint-handling; and, as a consequence, the understanding that the elimination of discrimination is in the public interest.

Comprehensive human rights legislation introduced in the 1960s and 1970s was founded on the recognition that the elimination of discrimination is in the public interest. Discrimination was understood to be an offense against shared public values of equality and fairness for all individuals and groups. Because of this, for many years, complaints of discrimination were not viewed merely as disputes between private parties, but, rather, as matters in which the community as a whole has a stake. Among other things, commissions were seen to be stewards of human rights jurisprudence with a responsibility to advance robust interpretations of human rights legislation that would ensure its
responsiveness to the various forms of discrimination experienced by different groups.

Through the 1980s and 1990s in a succession of cases, the Supreme Court of Canada enunciated fundamental principles for the interpretation of human rights legislation. These principles include that: human rights legislation sets out comprehensive procedures for the vindication of the right to non-discrimination; human rights legislation is fundamental public policy intended to benefit the community as a whole as well as individual victims of discrimination; human rights laws are quasi-constitutional, have primacy, and cannot be waived or varied by private contract; and they are remedial and directed to the removal of anti-social conditions, without regard to the intention of those who cause them. Commissions, as legal advocates for complainants, have been the builders of human rights jurisprudence in Canada. The major cases that are considered the pillars of human rights law were mounted and argued by human rights commissions.

In British Columbia, with the BC Human Rights Tribunal alone and no commission, the character of human rights protection has changed dramatically. The Tribunal is an adjudicator and, as such, must be seen to be impartial. The Tribunal can only deal with the arguments made by the parties to a complaint, and schematically, with no commission, there is no advocate for the public interest in the elimination of discrimination; there are only the individual or group claimants who bring their particular cases forward, and those who are alleged to have discriminated against them. With no commission presence in Tribunal hearings, human rights complaints have become disputes between these private parties.

It might be argued that the public interest remains sufficiently protected because of the established character of the rights. But when that public interest has no institutional means of expression, it is hard to hold on to. It is not just that with the elimination of the Commission, there is no steward of the jurisprudence, but also that a number of the other functions that
are necessary to protect the broad public interest in the elimination of discrimination have vanished.

In the BC Human Rights Code12 (BC Code) now, there is no public body with a mandate to:

- provide broad human rights education to the residents of British Columbia
- provide information and education to respondents about compliance with the Code
- provide information and education to those who need Code protection
- undertake studies, research, or inquiries
- develop guidelines or policies, or
- address concerns about systemic discrimination.

British Columbia’s Volatile History

British Columbia’s human rights system has a particularly volatile history. The first comprehensive Human Rights Code was enacted in 1973.13 The new Code was intended to address numerous deficiencies in the predecessor Human Rights Act.14 Under the pre-1973 legislation, there had been a commission “in name only.”15 In reality, the Human Rights Commission was the Labour Relations Board sitting in another capacity; the Director of Human Rights had no staff; and little effort was made to publicize the legislation. Only two decisions were issued in the four years that the scheme was in existence.16

Under the new Code, for the first time, there was an independent human rights commission empowered to promote human rights and eliminate discriminatory practices in the province through public education and advocacy.17 The Commission was not responsible for processing complaints. There was a Director of Human Rights who was authorized to process and investigate

With no commission, there is no advocate for the public interest in the elimination of discrimination; there are only the individual or group claimants who bring their particular cases forward.
complaints, and, if conciliation efforts failed, to request that a board of inquiry be appointed to adjudicate a complaint.

For some years, this first BC Human Rights Commission was very active in carrying out its educational and advocacy functions, making the Commission the vital force for human rights in the province that the government had intended.\textsuperscript{18} This was a period of great vitality in the human rights field, when new community organizations were active, and ground-breaking issues, such as discrimination against gay organizations,\textsuperscript{19} were publicly debated and addressed.

The establishment of a Human Rights Commission for British Columbia, with proactive powers to educate and advocate, was consistent with developments in other jurisdictions in Canada where human rights law was already more advanced. Ontario was the first province to enact comprehensive human rights legislation in 1962. Other provinces followed with their own human rights statutes. British Columbia’s Human Rights Commission had powers that were similar to the powers of commissions in other provinces.

However, by the late 1970s after a change in government, steps were taken to roll back the new human rights system. Initially, the roll back consisted of such measures as cutting funds; delaying appointments; footdragging about appointing boards of inquiry; reducing the number of investigators; resurrecting the practice of using Industrial Relations Officers as investigators; and appointing people with little or no experience in human rights.\textsuperscript{20} Then, in 1984, the Government of British Columbia dismissed the Human Rights Commission, fired the staff, and closed the regional offices. The British Columbia Human Rights Code of 1973 was repealed and replaced by a new Human Rights Act, which provided only a barebones structure.\textsuperscript{21} The Commission was replaced by the BC Human Rights Council, which was responsible for processing and adjudicating complaints. Although the Human Rights Act of 1984 still contained human rights protections, the legislation had been
stripped of the institutional machinery needed to make those protections effective.

In 1991 when the government changed again, there was a commitment to rebuilding British Columbia’s human rights system. There was a public review and extensive consultations were held. As Bill Black, former Human Rights Commissioner and Special Advisor to the Government explained in his 1994 Report, the Human Rights Council model had serious deficiencies. One issue was a lack of resources, which, once again, required the Council to rely on staff from the Ministry of Labour to carry out investigations and mediations. The lack of resources also resulted in delays and a backlog of complaints, causing frustration for complainants and respondents. The most serious issue was reducing the system to a single agency that was responsible for screening, seeking settlements, and adjudicating complaints. There was no human rights institution that had the legal and practical authority to carry out the proactive educational and advocacy functions of a human rights commission. The powers of the Council were at once too limited and potentially conflicting. The Human Rights Council was in place until 1997.

The Black Report included detailed recommendations to address the problems of delay and backlog. It proposed that a separate British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal be assigned responsibility for adjudicative functions. Black also recommended that a human rights commission be re-established and empowered to initiate, investigate and mediate complaints; intervene in complaints with a public interest component; develop and implement education and information programs; conduct research into equality issues; and inquire into discriminatory practices.

In 1997, British Columbia regained a human rights commission. A new Human Rights Code came into effect on January 1. The structure of the agencies established by the Code reflected Black’s recommendations. Once again, British Columbia was in step with other jurisdictions in Canada. It had a human rights system with a tribunal responsible for the adjudication of human rights
complaints, and a commission responsible for screening and referring complaints, public education and advocacy.

However, in 2002, the Commission was abolished again. A new provincial government, which came to power in 2001, eliminated British Columbia’s Human Rights Commission for a second time.25 As mentioned at the outset, the rationale given for the 2002 legislative reforms was dissatisfaction with the Commission’s role in screening and referring complaints to hearing. However, this was not a valid reason for having no human rights commission. A commission’s public education and advocacy functions are completely separate, distinct and severable from the gate-keeper function. Moreover, there was no public consultation about any of the 2002 reforms. In particular, British Columbians were not consulted about the elimination of the Commission’s prevention and promotional roles. Further, although there was a call from some groups to take the Commission out of the gate-keeper role, there was no call for the elimination of the education and advocacy functions. In spite of this, what British Columbians got, as a result of the 2002 reforms, is a legislative scheme providing for a tribunal only.26

This history of British Columbia’s human rights system is not only a volatile one; it is also, unfortunately, a highly partisan one.

Having an adequate and stable human rights system is too important to the people of the province for it to be a ‘political football’ in this way. This is not an issue of whether complainant interests as opposed to respondent interests have the upper hand. In Canada today, governments, regardless of their political stripe, need to be committed guarantors of human rights and supporters of strong, stable human rights institutions. All British Columbians have an interest in building a vigorous human rights culture. Giving life to human rights depends on the willingness of governments to establish, respect, and maintain the institutional means of their realization.
This Review

This review is timely and needed. British Columbia has been without a commission for more than a decade. It is therefore possible to reflect on the current structures for human rights in British Columbia with the benefit of direct experience, as well as awareness of the evolution of human rights systems in other jurisdictions in Canada, and of international human rights standards. The project of advancing human rights in British Columbia and improving institutional mechanisms for the enforcement of human rights, in light of experience, can and should be ongoing.

We consulted key stakeholders: members of the British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal, staff and legal counsel; staff and legal counsel from non-governmental organizations that interact with the Human Rights Tribunal and provide advice to those interested in claiming their rights; community advocates; and experts on human rights systems in British Columbia and other jurisdictions in Canada.

This report has a specific focus: the adequacy of the tribunal-only model for the protection of human rights in British Columbia. In particular, this report is concerned with the capacity of the tribunal-only model to discharge the education and advocacy functions of a human rights system. The report does not revisit the government's decision to remove the gate-keeper function from the Commission. It does not evaluate the BC Tribunal's effectiveness in discharging its responsibility to process, mediate, and adjudicate complaints. Nor does this review attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the BC Human Rights Coalition, the Community Legal Assistance Society and the Victoria Human Rights Clinic in their provision of advice and legal representation for complainants and respondents. We note, however, that groups with whom we consulted raised serious concerns about shrinking and inadequate budgets for advice and legal representation in the human rights system and the resulting large numbers of unrepresented parties before the BC Tribunal.27
New Directions: Re-Inventing a Human Rights Commission for British Columbia

This Report is concerned with a serious structural problem that must be fixed if the BC Human Rights Code is to fulfill its purposes. Specifically, certain essential functions are missing from British Columbia’s human rights system.

Since 2002, BC has had a direct access, stand-alone adjudicative body, the BC Tribunal. Individuals who believe that they have experienced discrimination in employment, services, or housing in British Columbia can contact the Tribunal and file a complaint. The Tribunal has a mandate to adjudicate the merits of complaints and deal with all matters incidental to adjudication, including determining whether a complaint falls within its jurisdiction or should not proceed because it is out of time or is not likely to succeed. The Tribunal also engages parties in mediation.

Groups with whom we consulted identified a number of functions not provided for in the current Human Rights Code, which, given the experience of the last twelve years, they now consider essential to making the Code effective for the people of the British Columbia. As recounted to us, the experience of the BC Tribunal, and those interacting with it over the last decade, has made it evident that British Columbia needs the educational and advocacy functions that are usually discharged by a human rights commission. This is not a criticism of the Tribunal. These are functions that cannot or should not be carried out by the BC Tribunal because its core responsibility is adjudication, and the Tribunal must be, and be seen to be, neutral.

But the roles that are missing are essential ones. As mentioned at the outset, there is no human rights institution with a mandate to provide education to those who need the protections of the
Code; to develop guidelines and policies to assist and inform employers, landlords, and services providers about how to comply with the Code; to undertake studies, research, or inquiries that could assist British Columbians to deal with broader human rights issues that affect whole groups or communities; or to proactively address concerns about systemic discrimination. Groups and individuals with whom we consulted reported that these functions are now sorely missed by the people they work for and with.

In all other provinces in Canada these powers are vested in human rights commissions. Apart from British Columbia, the only jurisdiction in Canada that does not have a human rights commission is Nunavut, where the human rights system is very new and still not fully developed.28


The adequacy of human rights institutions in British Columbia must be judged in relation to the purposes of human rights legislation.

In British Columbia the purposes of the BC Human Rights Code are explicitly set out in section 3:

(a) to foster a society in British Columbia in which there are no impediments to full and free participation in the economic, social, political and cultural life of British Columbia;

(b) to promote a climate of understanding and mutual respect where all are equal in dignity and rights;

(c) to prevent discrimination prohibited by this Code;

(d) to identify and eliminate persistent patterns of inequality associated with discrimination prohibited by this Code;

Apart from British Columbia, the only jurisdiction that does not have a human rights commission is Nunavut.
(e) to provide a means of redress for those persons who are discriminated against contrary to this Code;²⁹

The powers necessary to fulfill these purposes do not currently exist in British Columbia’s human rights system. The powers to promote human rights in the province, to prevent discrimination, and to identify and eliminate persistent patterns of inequality are absent.

All of the Code’s purposes are important to the protection of the human rights of British Columbians and to the building of a human rights culture. And yet the only purpose the current Code is designed to satisfy is redress, as described in ss. 3(e), through the important, but limited, tool of adjudication.

It bears emphasizing that human rights legislation has a quasi-constitutional status because of the fundamentality of the values that it seeks to protect. In Canada, human rights legislation is a primary vehicle for the realization of rights to equality and non-discrimination that are embodied in international treaties to which Canada is a signatory, and in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. That is the context in which the express purposes of the Code must be viewed.

The Code’s purposes reflect what is necessary to give effect to rights to equality and non-discrimination that have been guaranteed to all residents of British Columbia, constitutionally and under international human rights instruments that are binding on Canada and British Columbia. Such purposes cannot be ignored or scaled back to suit variable political priorities.
International Human Rights Standards

There are international standards that are helpful in thinking about the mechanisms that are needed to protect human rights. Human rights legislation flows from Canada’s obligations under international human rights law, beginning with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Subsequent instruments emphasize and particularize the governmental obligation to remove discriminatory barriers; to develop positive equality measures; and to create human rights institutions that have the mandate to take steps to build a culture of respect for human rights.

The United Nations 1993 Paris Principles affirm that human rights systems are to be vested with a mandate to remove discriminatory barriers and protect human rights and be given as broad a legislative mandate as necessary to fulfill this aim.

The Paris Principles, which represent the collective wisdom of the international community, identify key responsibilities and roles necessary to an effective human rights system, and provide detailed guidelines that have implications for the structure of the component institutions.

According to the Paris Principles, human rights institutions should have the following functions:

- review legislation and administrative decisions
- examine alleged violations of human rights
- prepare reports
- express opinions on the position or reaction of government to human rights evaluations
- conduct research, education, and publicity programs
• promote and ensure the harmonization of legislation, regulations and practices with international human rights instruments, and
• protect and promote the public interest.

Elaborating on the Paris Principles, the United Nations Centre for Human Rights has identified seven “effectiveness factors” against which human rights systems should be measured. Most relevant to this report are factors 2, 3, and 6, but we have set them all out here:

(1) Is the system capable of acting independently from government and other powerful interests?

(2) Does the system have a defined, sufficient mandate to protect and promote human rights? This includes the responsibilities to adjudicate complaints, prepare reports, recommendations and opinions, review laws and administrative practices, highlight human rights violations and conduct public human rights education? [emphasis added]

(3) Is the system structured to establish and strengthen collaborative relationships with the full range of human rights stakeholders? This includes those with equality obligations, claimants, as well as community advocacy groups and other human rights organizations? [emphasis added]

(4) Is the system vested with sufficient power to accomplish its objectives while also structured to prevent abuse of respondents’ rights?

(5) Is the system readily accessible and fairly administered so that rights and responsibilities can be enforced effectively? Do claimants have sufficient supports (legal and otherwise) to make their claims?

(6) Is the system structured and funded so that it operates efficiently and effectively?

…but an effective adjudication mechanism is only one part…
(7) Is the system structured to be fully accountable to the government, to the public, and to its users?

When one considers the Paris Principles and the effectiveness factors identified by the UN Centre for Human Rights, it is apparent that a human rights system for British Columbia that is not capable of addressing discrimination proactively and systemically, that does not have powers of study, reporting, commentary, public education, and review, or the capacity to interact with human rights stakeholders, does not meet international standards for human rights institutions.

Trajectory of this Report

The only institutional capacity that the BC human rights system has is to deal with after-the-fact enforcement by means of adjudication and mediation of individual complaints. While important, providing an effective adjudication mechanism is only one part of building a province-wide culture of human rights compliance. BC’s system is not capable of fulfilling the purposes set out in the Code, nor does it satisfy international human rights standards. To foster a culture of understanding and compliance, in addition to adjudication, British Columbia needs a human rights system in which the proactive prevention of human rights violations and promotion of respect for human rights are vigorously undertaken.

Consequently, we recommend in this report that the Government of British Columbia amend the Human Rights Code to establish a British Columbia Human Rights Commission.

We agree with the Ontario Human Rights Commission which has explained:

No human rights institution, no matter how constituted or resourced, can single-handedly protect and advance human rights. An effective human rights system relies on the cooperation and participation of many players, including
government, NGOs, advocates, unions, and associations, to name just a few. However, human rights commissions in Canada and abroad have played a distinct and important role in society. Commissions have been a cornerstone of a Canadian human rights system that has been lauded, envied, and modeled around the world.35 [emphasis added]

We also agree with the following observation of the Canadian Association of Statutory Human Rights Agencies concerning the importance of human rights commissions with broad mandates:

... there is a need for independent human rights commissions with broad mandates...the capacity to identify issues and to speak out is an important part of a commission’s mandate to promote awareness of and respect for human rights.... Particularly important as well...is its capacity to initiate, join in or intervene in human rights cases before a tribunal or at a higher court as an expert and independent body representing the public interest.36

In proposing a new British Columbia Human Rights Commission with a variety of tools at its disposal to fulfill responsibilities, we have considered the structure of statutory human rights systems in other jurisdictions in Canada, and related trends. We turn now to a closer examination of the functions that are missing from British Columbia’s human rights system, and structures and trends in other jurisdictions in Canada.
Commission Roles

A. Education

Human rights education matters. A significant role for human rights commissions in Canada is educating the public, and specific sectors of the public — employers, service providers, members of disadvantaged groups — about various aspects of human rights:

- their meaning
- the interpretation and application of statutory human rights law in Canada
- the connections between Canada’s international human rights commitments and domestic human rights law
- what human rights mean in daily life
- how discrimination in employment and services affects the opportunities of individuals and members of groups in our communities
- what compliance with human rights law requires
- how workplaces and services can be made discrimination-free.

When human rights schemes were designed in the 1970s, education was seen as a key function of human rights institutions. Governments and community advocates wanted to ensure that institutions were given authority and resources, not only to enforce the law through investigating and adjudicating complaints, but also to educate the public so that discrimination could be prevented, and understanding and behaviour could change. The intention was to foster a culture of respect for human rights by promoting dialogue, discussion, and knowledge about discrimination and its causes and consequences.
In its June 2000 report, the Canadian Human Rights Act Review Panel, which was chaired by former Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, the Honourable Gerard V. La Forest, wrote:

One of the most important aspects of promoting equality is the need to educate those who must provide equality and those who need equality about the meaning and intent of the Act with respect to how equality should be achieved.  

Human rights education is never finished. The need for it is perpetual, and always urgent, because the quality of the lives people are able to live depends directly on the state of human rights compliance in their communities and province.

From an educational standpoint, the experience in British Columbia of the past twelve years does not commend the tribunal-only approach. The absence of a human rights commission in British Columbia means that our province lags behind other jurisdictions nationally and internationally, in human rights education.

In a 2011 paper, Heather MacNaughton, who was then the Chair of the BC Human Rights Tribunal, observed:

A tribunal’s adjudicative role prevents it from taking or publicizing a position about human rights issues. A tribunal may only speak through its decisions.

BC does not have an agency, independent of government, which is responsible for human rights education. Under the BC Code, the responsibility for education falls on the Attorney General’s Ministry which, apart from providing funding to the BC Human Rights Coalition for some educational programs, and providing some general information on its website, does little else to fulfill its statutory mandate. As a result, human rights

“One of the most important aspects of promoting equality is the need to educate those who must provide equality and those who need equality…”
education in the Province is falling behind some of the other Provinces.\textsuperscript{39} [emphasis added]

We agree and would add that BC is falling very far behind other provinces. Groups told us that the absence of a human rights commission means that there is now a “void” or a “vacuum” in British Columbia when it comes to human rights education and awareness. Public awareness of the Human Rights Code and the evolving jurisprudence of the BC Tribunal is poor.

The need to ensure that residents of British Columbia, including children in BC schools, have basic information about rights and responsibilities set out in the Code is the minimum threshold. The BC Human Rights Coalition, the Ministry of Justice, and the BC Tribunal provide some basic information online about rights protections and procedures.\textsuperscript{40} The BC Human Rights Coalition provides a training workshop for small employers.\textsuperscript{41}

Some non-governmental organizations provide some public education and media commentary on human rights issues and Tribunal decisions from time to time. But they are not, and do not perceive themselves to be, any substitute for a human rights commission. There is no non-governmental organization that is charged with comprehensively educating the public about human rights principles, policy, and law. Each non-governmental organization works within its own sector to fulfill a specialized mandate, such as mental health or civil liberties, for example. Even more significantly perhaps, the non-governmental organizations are essentially private entities, albeit dedicated to the public interest. The value of a human rights commission is that it is a public agency with a publicly constructed mandate and public funding. Human rights education deserves such public commitment, and credibility.

Human rights education in British Columbia needs to go far beyond a minimalist offering. A commission with a broad education mandate can actively educate employers, landlords, and service-providers, large and small, so that they can implement policies and practices that promote human rights. It can educate individuals and groups who need human rights protection, so
that they understand how rights protections work and when they can be used. It can give members of the public a framework for understanding human rights concepts and values.

A commission can also identify and speak publicly about new human rights issues as they arise, and can, in various ways, foster a larger understanding of equality as a social and legal commitment, and of conditions required to make equality a reality, both in Canada and in British Columbia.

We heard many comments about how poorly British Columbia does on human rights education when compared with other provinces. But we also heard that human rights education fares poorly when compared with the public education that the Representative for Children and Youth has been able to do on issues of child protection. Mary Ellen Turpel-Lafond’s high profile and influential public reports both educate the public and illuminate the obligations of government, police, child welfare agencies, and parents to children in care. The groups we talked to pointed to the legislation, and the government support, that underpins the Office of the Representative for Children and Youth as a model for the effective public role that could be played by a human rights commission in promoting understanding of human rights and preventing violations.

As Mary Cornish has observed:

> Eliminating discrimination is not simply a matter of designing a good tribunal complaints process, although that is a key building block. A human rights system must also support and enforce the broader actions required to transform the dynamics that support discrimination.

Ontario’s human rights legislation provides a helpful model for the delineation of a commission’s educational function. The Ontario Human Rights Code enacted in 2006, following a comprehensive public review of the scheme, sets out education

---

But we also heard that human rights education fares poorly when compared with the public education that the Representative for Children and Youth has been able to do.
functions for the Ontario Human Rights Commission in this way:

The functions of the Commission are to promote and advance respect for human rights in Ontario, to protect human rights in Ontario and, recognizing that it is in the public interest to do so and that it is the Commission’s duty to protect the public interest, to identify and promote the elimination of discriminatory practices and, more specifically,

(a) to forward the policy that the dignity and worth of every person be recognized and that equal rights and opportunities be provided without discrimination that is contrary to law;

(b) to develop and conduct programs of public information and education to,
   i. promote awareness and understanding of, respect for and compliance with this Act, and
   ii. prevent and eliminate discriminatory practices that infringe rights under Part I;...  

Statements of this education function are consistent in statutes in all other jurisdictions, except Nunavut, which, as previously mentioned, is the only other jurisdiction in Canada that does not have a commission.  

B. Research, Development of Guidelines or Policies, Inquiry, Initiation of Complaints

There are other functions regularly assigned to human rights commissions that are integrally related to their promotion and prevention roles: these are the roles of research, review, development of guidelines or policies, inquiry, and initiation of
complaints. In the Ontario Code, these functions are set out this way:

The functions of the Commission are... more specifically,...

(c) to undertake, direct and encourage research into discriminatory practices and to make recommendations designed to prevent and eliminate such discriminatory practices;

(d) to examine and review any statute or regulation, and any program or policy made by or under a statute, and make recommendations on any provision, program or policy that...is inconsistent with the intent of this Act;

(e) to initiate reviews and inquiries into incidents of tension or conflict, or conditions that lead or may lead to incidents of tension or conflict, in a community, institution, industry or sector of the economy, and to make recommendations, and encourage and coordinate plans, programs and activities, to reduce or prevent such incidents or sources of tension or conflict;

(f) to promote, assist and encourage public, municipal or private agencies, organizations, groups or persons to engage in programs to alleviate tensions and conflicts based upon identification by a prohibited ground of discrimination;

(g) to designate programs as special programs in accordance with section 14;\(^48\)

(h) to approve policies under section 30;\(^49\)

<i>to make applications to the Tribunal under section 35;\(^50\)</i>
(j) to report to the people of Ontario on the state of human rights in Ontario and on its affairs;

(k) to perform the functions assigned to the Commission under this or any other Act.51

The Canadian Human Rights Act has similar wording. Along with its education functions, the Canadian Human Rights Commission:

(b) shall undertake or sponsor research programs relating to its duties and functions under this Act and respecting the principle described in section 2 [purpose clause];

(c) shall maintain close liaison with similar bodies or authorities in the provinces in order to foster common policies and practices and to avoid conflicts respecting the handling of complaints in cases of overlapping jurisdiction;...

(d) may consider such recommendations, suggestions and requests concerning human rights and freedoms as it receives from any source and, where deemed by the Commission to be appropriate, include in a report referred to in section 61, reference to and comment on any such recommendation, suggestion or request;

(e) shall carry out or cause to be carried out such studies concerning human rights and freedoms as may be referred to it by the Minister of Justice and include in a report referred to in section 61 a report setting out the results of each study together with such recommendations in relation thereto as it considers appropriate;52
(f) may review any regulations, rules, orders, by-laws and other instruments made pursuant to an Act of Parliament and, where deemed by the Commission to be appropriate, include in a report referred to in section 61 reference to and comment on any provision thereof that in its opinion is inconsistent with the principle described in section 2;…

These functions are beneficial and essential to a fully functioning human rights system.

RESEARCH

Research conducted by or supported by a human rights commission can foster a deeper understanding of human rights issues that affect groups in the community. Research can address local issues and develop jurisdiction-specific approaches to human rights issues, such as housing discrimination, racial profiling by police, or inadequate accessibility to services for persons with disabilities.

Human rights commissions have conducted research on diverse topics and in different ways: through their own research; through contracting with independent researchers; through commission-university collaborations; and through community consultations.

Research papers that have been published by the Canadian Human Rights Commission include:

- No Answer: A Review of Government of Canada Telephonic Communication with People Who Are Deaf, Deafened, Hard of Hearing, or Have a Speech Impediment
- No Answer II: A Review of Federally Regulated Organizations’ Telephonic Communications with People Who Are Deaf, Deafened or Hard of Hearing
- No Alternative: A Review of the Government of Canada’s provision of alternative text formats for people who are blind, deaf-blind or visually impaired
Here are some examples from Ontario, Manitoba, Yukon, and Quebec.

The Ontario Human Rights Commission has published numerous reports, grounded in community consultations, including:

- **The Opportunity to Succeed: Achieving Barrier-Free Education for Students with Disabilities: Consultation Report**, a response to consultations with stakeholders regarding policies that provide accommodation for students with disabilities, which makes recommendations to the Ministry of Education.

- **The Cost of Caring: Report on the Consultation on Discrimination on the Basis of Family Status**, which identifies concerns regarding the protected ground of family status, and highlights the need for a better understanding of ‘family status,’ a broader definition than the one in the *Code* and the need for social services to accommodate family status.

- **Right at Home: Report on the consultation on human rights and rental housing in Ontario**, which discusses discrimination in
housing on various intersecting grounds, and makes recommendations to the Governments of Canada and Ontario about affordable housing needs.

- *Human Rights and Policing: Creating and Sustaining Organizational Change*, a guide that encourages organizational change within policing services as a necessary shift for a diverse community, and incorporation of human rights into the policies and procedures of the police.

- *Minds that Matter: Report on the Consultation on Human Rights, Mental Health and Addictions*, which highlights the issues faced by persons with mental health problems, delineates how the *Human Rights Code* provides legal protection for these individuals, and connects Code rights to the obligations set out in the *Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities*.

- *In The Zone: Housing, Human Rights and Municipal Planning*, a guide that discusses the need for affordable housing in the context of housing as a human right, and considers various legislative tools for increasing affordable housing in Ontario.

The Manitoba Commission undertook a collaborative research project with the University of Winnipeg on racialized communities and police services. This research resulted in, among other things, the Manitoba Human Rights Commission making a submission to the Government of Manitoba on proposed amendments to the *Provincial Police Act*.

The Yukon Human Rights Commission produced a research report on the human rights of women and girls in the Territory of Yukon, which contributed to the consideration of amendments to the *Yukon Human Rights Act*.

The Quebec Human Rights Commission, among other recent reports, has issued two on racial profiling and systemic discrimination against racialized youth, a report on systemic
discrimination against migrant workers, and a report on social profiling and homelessness.

A commission with power to undertake research could design and support study, inquiry, community consultation and the development of policy approaches to human rights issues that are of specific concern to British Columbians.

DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES OR POLICIES

A research capacity can support another key education-related function — the development of guidelines or policies — which can help employers and other potential respondents, and promote voluntary compliance. We consider this a key function. Most employers, service providers, and landlords want to respect the law. It is essential that they have access to current, reliable, and authoritative information and advice so that they can incorporate the requirements of the Code into their management practices. Human rights commission guidelines or policies issued on different forms of discrimination, and on measures that will prevent, or address them, assist employers, service-providers and landlords, and also workers, tenants, and service recipients regarding their rights and responsibilities under the Code.

Guidelines or policies can provide pro-active, issue-specific education and guidance. For example, the Canadian Human Rights Commission has published the following policies and guides:

- **Anti-Harassment Policies for the Workplace: An Employer’s Guide**
- **Place for All: A Guide to Creating an Inclusive Workplace**
- **A Guide for Managing the Return to Work**
- **The Human Rights Impact Assessment for Security Measures**
- **Canadian Human Rights Commission’s Policy on Alcohol and Drug Testing**
- **Aboriginal Employment Preferences Policy**
- **Policy and Procedures on the Accommodation of Mental Illness**
- **Policy on Environmental Sensitivities**

Most employers, service providers, and landlords want to respect the law. It is essential that they have access to current, reliable, and authoritative information and advice…
Here are some examples of policies and guidelines that have been developed by several provincial jurisdictions. Recently, the Alberta Human Rights Commission has published interpretive bulletins concerning the Alberta Human Rights Act, on:

- the duty to accommodate in employment
- the duty to accommodate students with disabilities in post-secondary institutions
- rights and responsibilities relating to pregnancy, childbirth and adoption
- human rights in the hospitality industry.

The Manitoba Human Rights Commission has developed guidelines regarding:

- the use of guide dogs and service animals
- housing
- drugs and alcohol issues in the context of both employment and services
- pre-employment inquiries
- discrimination based on gender identity.

Some of the recent policies and guidelines promulgated by the Ontario Human Rights Commission include:

- a policy on discrimination against older people based on age
- a policy on competing rights, and
- a policy on “Canadian experience” as a discriminatory barrier to employment.

Although there is some commonality in issues across various jurisdictions, there are also differences in conditions and priorities, and unique language in each of the thirteen human rights statutes, federal, provincial, and territorial. Consequently,
there cannot be a one size fits all approach to the development of policies and guidelines.

British Columbia has no official guidelines or policies on the implementation of human rights in the province. This is a significant and damaging silence. For British Columbia, issue-specific and jurisdiction-specific guidelines and policies developed by a human rights commission are sorely needed.

INQUIRIES, REVIEWS, STUDIES, SPECIAL REPORTS

A capacity to conduct an inquiry or review is also a key element of a human rights commission’s authority. The goal of an inquiry, review, study or special report is not to find criminal or civil fault, but to air an issue of discrimination, hear those involved and affected, and make recommendations about steps that would prevent or ameliorate the discrimination. Such reviews are a significant, and often highly effective, part of the work of human rights commissions. They allow a human rights commission to address broader issues, which individual complaints may not adequately illuminate or resolve.

Such inquiries can be important, even if a commission has the power to engage in litigation, because evidentiary rules and procedural formalities intrinsic to legal adversarial proceedings, combined with the vulnerability of some groups, make it extremely difficult to litigate some issues of systemic discrimination.

The Canadian Human Rights Commission, for example, undertook a broadly-based review of the treatment by Corrections Services Canada of federal women prisoners in 2003. The CHRC undertook this review after being approached by key non-governmental organizations, knowledgeable and concerned about the treatment of the federal women prisoners, including the Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies and the Native Women’s Association of Canada.

Federal women prisoners are among Canada’s most disadvantaged women, and are disproportionately Aboriginal or
otherwise “racialized” and poor. Their treatment in the prison system was understood to be a critical issue. Individual complaints could not illuminate the systemic problems in the prison system, nor could individual women feel secure enough to exercise their human rights from the confines of a prison cell. This review permitted the Commission to examine and assess 1) the characteristics of the inmates; 2) the facilities in which they are held; 3) the policies and conditions that determine their treatment; and 4) whether the human rights of federal women prisoners are being respected by Corrections Services Canada.

In its press release issued in January 2004, prison rights expert Michael Jackson summarized the report:

The report’s main finding is that the correctional system needs to be more tailored to the unique needs and generally lower security risks posed by women offenders. Specifically, the correctional system should take a more gender-based approach to custody, programming and reintegration for women offenders.

The Commission found that, while Correctional Service Canada has made some progress in developing a system specifically for women offenders, systemic human rights problems remain, particularly with regard to Aboriginal women, racialized women and women with disabilities.

The report puts forward 19 recommendations for action and sets out guiding principles to ensure that the treatment of federally sentenced women is consistent with human rights laws.

The Canadian Human Rights Commission also undertook a review of the treatment of the Innu of Labrador by the Government of Canada. The first report was released in 1993, and in 2002, the Commission issued a follow-up report, which found that the recommendations in the 1993 report had still not
been implemented. In 2002, the Canadian Human Rights Commission explained the history and the issue this way:

The Innu Nation first approached the Commission in 1992 to complain that the federal government had failed to meet its constitutional responsibility for the Innu since Newfoundland’s 1949 entry into Confederation. The Commission responded by issuing a report in 1993 that identified five recommendations that the federal government should implement to address the concerns of the Innu.

At the time today’s report [November 26, 2002] was written, the government had fully implemented only one of the 1993 recommendations: recognizing its responsibility towards the Innu. It had failed the Innu with respect to efforts towards Innu self-government, and had made some progress under the remaining three recommendations. As recently as last week, however, the government officially recognized the members of the Innu of Labrador as status Indians, effectively fulfilling another of the 1993 recommendations.103

In both instances, the reviews by the Commission and the resulting recommendations established a base line for government action, and have assisted federal women prisoners and the Innu of Labrador to assert their rights through a non-adjudicative process.

Similarly the reviews and reports produced by the Ontario Human Rights Commission (Ontario Commission) regarding racial profiling by the police have been important to raising the profile of this issue. In 2003, the Ontario Commission initiated an inquiry into “the effects of racial profiling on individuals, families, communities, and society as a whole.”104 The Ontario Commission produced an inquiry report entitled Paying the Price: The Human Cost of Racial Profiling, based on over 400 personal
accounts. The Ontario Commission hoped ultimately to “bridge the divide between those who deny the existence of profiling and communities that have long felt that they are being targeted.” Since that time, the Ontario Commission has produced *Policy and Guidelines on Racism and Racial Discrimination*, and a guide for organizational change in police institutions — *Human Rights and Policing: Creating and sustaining organizational change* — which is the result of a three-year collaborative project with the Toronto Police Services and the Toronto Police Services Board. This report sets out strategies that police organizations can use to disrupt discriminatory practices and foster a human rights culture in their own institutions. There is also a new Commission-mandated study on racial profiling in traffic stops in Ottawa which is at the planning stage.

This stream of consultations, reports, guides, and studies has increased public awareness in Ontario of racial profiling by the police, particularly of African-Canadian men, and, along with the pressure of a significant number of complaints, has encouraged some police organizations to begin to try to change their practices.

The Ontario Commission has also undertaken initiatives to address the lack of accessibility in public services, resulting in the issuance of special reports: a report on audits conducted at seven restaurant chains in Ontario, which revealed that some restaurants were not accessible to persons with disabilities as required by the *Code*; a follow-up report identifying twenty-six restaurant chains that had committed to taking steps to make their locations accessible; and a report on a Commission initiative to encourage public transit authorities in Ontario to improve the accessibility of transit to persons with disabilities.

The Quebec Human Rights Commission has conducted inquiries into the Oka crisis, into racism in the taxi industry, and into racism in Montreal police forces.
Regarding the inquiry function of the Ontario Human Rights Commission, the Ontario Human Rights Code, provides:

31. (1) The Commission may conduct an inquiry under this section for the purpose of carrying out its functions under this Act if the Commission believes it is in the public interest to do so.\textsuperscript{113}

The Ontario Code then goes on to stipulate in more detail the processes and powers for the conduct of an inquiry by the Commission.\textsuperscript{114}

Assigning an inquiry or review role to a human rights commission gives such a commission authority to address systemic human rights issues through a public process. The commission can make recommendations to appropriate officials or agencies to prevent discrimination in future, and can monitor progress in implementing those recommendations. A British Columbia Human Rights Commission could establish criteria for conducting inquiries, and design flexible processes that fit the issue and circumstances. For example, some human rights issues may affect British Columbia as a whole; other issues may be of particular importance in certain communities.

Many of the topics that human rights commissions have focused on are relevant to the implementation of human rights in British Columbia. Stakeholders in this review identified issues in British Columbia that would benefit from the attention of a human rights commission, deploying a combination of education, study, research, inquiries, guideline-making, reports, and advocacy. Some of those issues include:

- conditions of employment and living for temporary foreign workers
- barriers to employment for internationally trained professionals
- discrimination against pregnant women in employment
- recognition of the caregiving obligations of workers and discrimination on the basis of ‘family status’

Assigning an inquiry role to a human rights commission gives it authority to address systemic human rights issues.
• disproportionate effects of homelessness and lack of adequate housing on groups that are vulnerable to discrimination, such as single mothers, Aboriginal people, and persons with mental disabilities

• municipal policies and zoning bylaws regarding issues such as safe injections sites

• health care services for Aboriginal people

• access to health care and support services by adults and children with mental health problems

• access to education for children with learning disabilities, and for immigrant and refugee children

• incorporating human rights into policing standards and practices

• police response to violence against women.

INITIATION OF COMPLAINTS AND INTERVENTIONS

Another significant function of a human rights commission is the capacity to initiate complaints before the Human Rights Tribunal. This permits commissions to address issues of systemic discrimination, where other efforts to resolve human rights disputes have failed.

This has been a too little-used power by human rights commissions in Canada, which often appear uncertain about exercising it. Governments sometimes treat such pressure from human rights commissions for systemic and structural change as an intrusion on the authority of government or the legislature, and therefore as "undemocratic," though these are their own institutions, carrying out assigned tasks. And, if human rights commissions initiate complaints against large corporations, they may be concerned about “inequality of arms” that is, an imbalance between the resources available to the human rights commission and the much greater resources available to the corporation.
Notwithstanding this history, it remains our view that litigation is an important authority for a human rights commission to have. Although litigation will not be a first avenue of resort for a commission, there are instances in which litigation can help to break a log jam. Particularly in cases involving recalcitrant respondents, and entrenched patterns of discrimination, the ability to take a complaint to the Tribunal can be an important companion to a commission’s power of inquiry or review. Commissions can also have positive effects by intervening in individual cases to adduce evidence of a pattern of discrimination and to make public interest arguments.

The Pinto Report, a 2012 review of the Ontario Human Rights system, observes that:

The Commission [which has a mandate to promote human rights through education, outreach, and through inquiries, complaints and interventions] cannot champion human rights without becoming more involved in litigation at the Tribunal, specifically by initiating cases against recalcitrant respondents.

The Pinto Report urged the Ontario Human Rights Commission to make increased use of powers to initiate public interest complaints and intervene in cases before the Tribunal.

The Pinto Report recommended that:

The [Ontario] Commission should develop a litigation strategy at the Tribunal that is focused on cases where applicants would have difficulty advancing and proving a systemic deprivation of rights. The Commission should initiate applications and intervene at the Tribunal consistent with this strategy.

The Commission should have a process based on established criteria whereby community

The ability to initiate a complaint can be an important companion to a commission’s power of inquiry or review.
organizations can request the Commission to initiate a public interest application.\textsuperscript{118}

In turn, the Ontario Human Rights Commission, acknowledging the Pinto Report, reported in its 2012-2013 Annual Report that it had undertaken a substantial volume of interventions in the year,\textsuperscript{119} and, with respect to housing issues, the Commission reported that it had become involved in a number of cases with municipalities at the Human Rights Tribunal of Ontario and the Ontario Municipal Board, as companions to other strategies.

It would further the purposes of the British Columbia Human Rights Code if a British Columbia Human Rights Commission had the authority to initiate complaints before the Tribunal, where it is in the public interest to do so, and to intervene in individual cases that have systemic dimensions.

National Trends

There has never been a review by an expert, or a panel of experts, that has called for the elimination of a human rights commission. The most recent comprehensive reviews of human rights systems in other jurisdictions in Canada have recommended a tripartite system consisting of:

\begin{itemize}
  \item (a) commission with broad responsibilities for human rights education and advocacy;
  \item (b) a tribunal responsible for adjudication;
  \item (c) a clinic to provide legal advice and representation.
\end{itemize}

That was the model recommended by the Ontario Human Rights Code Review Task Force in 1992. Similarly, in 2000 the Canadian Human Rights Act Review Panel recommended a tripartite model.\textsuperscript{120}

This model has been implemented in Ontario, and it is considered the most successful model in the country. The \textit{Human Rights Code Amendment Act, 2006} established Ontario’s tripartite system, which is sometimes referred to as a hybrid direct access
model. It allows claimants to access the Tribunal without screening by the Commission, but retains the Commission, and provides for legal representation through a specialized human rights legal support centre that works in partnership with community legal clinics, other community organizations, and the Commission.

Amending the British Columbia Human Rights Code to include a human rights commission, and establishing the commission through appropriate procedures and with adequate resources, are the essential next steps in advancing knowledge and the realization of human rights in British Columbia.
Conclusion and Recommendations

Our conclusion is that the Government of British Columbia should establish a new human rights commission, as an independent, arm's length agency of the provincial government, accountable to the Legislature, with the powers and associated resources to carry out the functions that are missing from the current human rights system in British Columbia, including the capacity to:

- provide broad human rights education to the residents of British Columbia
- provide pro-active education to respondents about compliance with the Code
- provide pro-active education to those who need the Code’s protections
- undertake studies, research, or inquiries
- develop guidelines or policies
- proactively address concerns about systemic discrimination.

We believe that there is much to commend Ontario’s legislation governing its current human rights system, as a model for delineating the roles and responsibilities of a re-invented British Columbia Human Rights Commission. The Ontario Human Rights Commission has broad functions and powers under the Ontario Human Rights Code and acts independently on behalf of the public interest. The recommendations which follow have been informed by the Ontario Code.123

Finally, in light of British Columbia’s volatile history and partisan treatment of its human rights system, we recommend that Commission members be appointed by a Special Committee of the Legislature and that the Human Rights Commission report directly to the Legislature, mirroring the appointment
process and reporting authority of BC’s Ombudsman and Representative for Children and Youth. These procedural measures would ensure the independence of the Commission from political interference, and the all-party support that is necessary to make BC’s human rights system strong and stable.

We find support for this recommendation in the first of the effectiveness factors articulated by the UN Centre for Human Rights, pursuant to the Paris Principles: a human rights system must be capable of acting independently from government and other powerful interests. We also note that in the Northwest Territories, the Human Rights Commission reports directly to the Legislature on budgetary and other matters.

**British Columbia Human Rights Commission**

**RECOMMENDATION #1**

That the Government of British Columbia amend the British Columbia *Human Rights Code* to include a British Columbia Human Rights Commission.

**Commission Functions**

**RECOMMENDATION #2**

That the *Code* include the following statement concerning the functions of the British Columbian Human Rights Commission:

The functions of the Commission are to promote and advance respect for human rights in British Columbia, to protect human rights in British Columbia and, recognizing that it is in the public interest to do so and that it is the Commission’s duty to protect the public interest, to identify and promote the elimination of discriminatory practices.
Specific Commission Functions

RECOMMENDATION #3

That the Code include the following specific functions for the British Columbia Human Rights Commission:

(a) to forward the policy that the dignity and worth of every person be recognized and that equal rights and opportunities be provided without discrimination that is contrary to law;

(b) to develop and conduct programs of public information and education to,
   i. promote awareness and understanding of, respect for and compliance with the Code, and
   ii. prevent and eliminate discriminatory practices that infringe rights under the Code;

(c) to undertake, direct and encourage research into discriminatory practices and to make recommendations designed to prevent and eliminate such discriminatory practices;

(d) to examine and review any statute or regulation, and any program or policy made by or under a statute, and make recommendations on any provision, program or policy that in its opinion is inconsistent with the intent of the Code;

(e) to initiate reviews and inquiries into practices, incidents or conditions in a community, institution, industry or sector of the economy that may cause or lead to tension or conflict or to discrimination against a group protected by the Code, and to make recommendations, and encourage and co-ordinate plans, programs and activities, to reduce or prevent such discrimination or such sources of tension or conflict;
(f) to promote, assist and encourage public, municipal or private agencies, organizations, groups or persons to engage in programs to alleviate tensions and conflicts based upon identification by a prohibited ground of discrimination;

(g) to designate programs as special programs in accordance with the Code;

(h) to approve policies and guidelines prepared and published by the Commission to provide guidance in the application of the Code;

(i) to make complaints to the Tribunal under the Code if the Commission is of the opinion that it is in the public interest to make an application; and an order under the Code could provide an appropriate remedy;

(j) to report to the people of British Columbia on the state of human rights in British Columbia and on its affairs;

(k) to intervene in the hearing of a complaint on such terms as the Tribunal may determine having regard to the role and mandate of the Commission under the Code;

(l) to intervene as a party to a complaint if the person or organization who made the application consents to the intervention as a party.

(m) to perform other functions assigned to the Commission under this Code or any other Act.

RECOMMENDATION #4

That the British Columbia Human Rights Code stipulate the following specific reporting powers and duties for the British Columbia Human Rights Commission:

(1) Every year, the Commission shall submit to the Speaker an annual report on the affairs of the
Commission, which the Speaker shall cause to be laid before the Legislature as soon as possible.

(2) In addition to the annual report, the Commission may make any other reports respecting the state of human rights in British Columbia and the affairs of the Commission as it considers appropriate, and may present such reports to the public or any other person it considers appropriate.

RECOMMENDATION #5

Appointment and Reporting
That the Human Rights Commission be appointed by a Special All-Party Committee of the Legislature of British Columbia, and that the Commission report directly to the Legislature.
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